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Abstract7

Genetic algorithm (GA) used to solve the optimization problem is self-organized and applied8

to Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA), an essential process in molecular sequence analysis.9

This paper presents the first attempt in applying Self-Organizing Genetic Algorithm for MSA.10

Self-organizing genetic algorithm (SOGA) can be developed with the complete knowledge11

about the problem and its parameters. In SOGA, values of various parameters are decided12

based on the problem and fitness value obtained in each generation. The proposed algorithm13

undergoes a self-organizing crossover operation by selecting an appropriate rate or a point and14

a self-organizing cyclic mutation for the required number of generations. The advantages of15

the proposed algorithm are (i) reduce the time requirement for optimizing the parameter16

values (ii) prevent execution with default values (iii) avoid premature convergence by the17

cyclic mutation operation. To validate the efficiency, SOGA is applied to MSA, and the18

resulting alignment is evaluated using the column score (CS). The comparison result shows19

that the alignment produced by SOGA is better than the widely used tools like Dialign and20

Multalin. It is also evident that the proposed algorithm can produce optimal or21

closer-to-optimal alignment compared to tools like ClustalW, Mafft, Dialign and Multalin.22

23

Index terms— Crossover, Genetic Algorithm, Multiple Seuence Alignment, Mutation, Selection, Self24
organization25

1 Self-Organizing Genetic Algorithm for Multiple26

Sequence Alignment Amouda Nizam ? , Buvaneswari Shanmugham ? , Kuppuswami Subburaya ? Abstract-27
Genetic algorithm (GA) used to solve the optimization problem is self-organized and applied to Multiple Sequence28
Alignment (MSA), an essential process in molecular sequence analysis. This paper presents the first attempt in29
applying Self-Organizing Genetic Algorithm for MSA. Selforganizing genetic algorithm (SOGA) can be developed30
with the complete knowledge about the problem and its parameters. In SOGA, values of various parameters are31
decided based on the problem and fitness value obtained in each generation. The proposed algorithm undergoes32
a selforganizing crossover operation by selecting an appropriate rate or a point and a self-organizing cyclic33
mutation for the required number of generations. The advantages of the proposed algorithm are (i) reduce34
the time requirement for optimizing the parameter values (ii) prevent execution with default values (iii) avoid35
premature convergence by the cyclic mutation operation. To validate the efficiency, SOGA is applied to MSA,36
and the resulting alignment is evaluated using the column score (CS). The comparison result shows that the37
alignment produced by SOGA is better than the widely used tools like Dialign and Multalin. It is also evident38
that the proposed algorithm can produce optimal or closer-to-optimal alignment compared to tools like ClustalW,39
Mafft, Dialign and Multalin.40

Keywords-Crossover, Genetic Algorithm, Multiple Sequence Alignment, Mutation, Selection, Selforganization.41
elf-organizing system functions without any guidance from the external control (without a central control).42

Self-organization is done based on local information obtained from the interactions of lower-level components43
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2 SOGA OVER STANDARD GENETIC ALGORITHM (SGA)

[1]. It is evident from the literature, several GA, a stochastic iterative method [2] are proposed for MSA, to44
align set of sequences. Major problem of GA, premature convergence can be avoided by blending the concept45
of self organization and GA. Using SOGA several other problems are solved but applying for MSA with a new46
mechanism is first of its kind.47

In this case, MSA is defined by the position and gap size in the sequences. Two types of search operators like48
recombination and gap mutation are included in the algorithm to produce offspring alignments [3]. Apart from49
these two basic operators, several operators are also proposed in the literature to improve the performance of50
GA [4][5]. In some case existing GA operators are unsuitable as they are not specific for the problem and the51
encoded chromosome. This led us to develop new GA operators, specifically for MSA.52

The proposed algorithm is illustrated using DNA sequences, but it can be extended to RNA and protein53
sequences also. A set of n DNA sequences of varying length are considered for the alignment process. The54
nucleotide bases A, G, C, T corresponds to adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine and gaps are represented by55
?-’ (hyphen).56

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next two section reviews multiple sequence alignment57
and genetic algorithm. Section 3 explains various methods of the self-organizing genetic algorithm and its58
advantages over standard GA. Section 4 explain the proposed SOGA with its pseudocode. Section 5 explains the59
working mechanism of SOGA-MSA with newly developed operators. Section 6 shows the comparison results and60
discussion. Section 7 is the conclusion and future perspectives. MSA, aligning three or more nucleotide or amino61
acid sequences simultaneously is one of the important tasks in bioinformatics. Important application of MSAs is62
their incorporation in many structure and function prediction methods from sequence. It can reveal conserved63
residues that enable the identification of possibly important sites. The construction of MSA is closely related to64
phylogenetic analysis and a phylogenetic tree can be inferred by MSA. The study of molecular evolution is an65
area where MSA is extensively used [6].66

The computation of an optimal alignment mathematically is too complex. Current implementation methods67
are heuristics in which full optimization is not guaranteed. Various algorithms available for MSA are classified68
into three main categories: Exact, Progressive and Iterative based on their properties.69

Exact algorithms are high quality heuristic in nature, produce very close to optimal alignment. It can handle70
the only restricted number of sequences and are limited to sums-of-pairs as an objective function.71

Progressive alignment using dynamic programming depends on a progressive assembly of the multiple72
alignments, heuristic in nature but does not guarantee any level of optimization.73

Iterative alignment methods produce alignment and refine it through a series of cycles (iterations) until no74
further improvements can be made. It is deterministic or stochastic depending on the strategy used to improve75
the alignment. It allows for a good conceptual separation between optimization processes and objective function76
as its main advantages [7].77

The widely used MSA tools implementing different algorithms are ClustalW [8], MultAlin [9], DIALIGN [10],78
MUSCLE ??11], T-Coffee [12], DCA [13]. In addition GA based MSA software like SAGA[14], MSA-GA [3] are79
available but not in an executable form.80

(i) Its flexibility in assigning the fitness function, mathematical function used to evaluate the fitness of81
the chromosomes. (ii) The complexity of the MSA process increase exponentially, NP-hard (nondeterministic82
polynomial) in nature [7] can be solved by GA. (iii) It is not restricted to need of a particular algorithm to solve83
the problems. Needs only fitness function to evaluate the chromosomes [15].84

GA starts with the generation of population consists of chromosomes, a fixed size encoded solution. Each85
chromosome represents a possible solution and the space of all feasible solutions is called search space. The role86
of GA is to alter the generated chromosomes using various operators to get the optimal chromosome with best87
fitness value in the search space. Iteration continues till the termination condition is satisfied. Outline of basic88
GA For a specific input, setting the GA parameters is an important task. The concept of self-organizing GA is89
to adapt values for parameters like population size, number of generations, selection modes, rates of selection90
crossover and mutation during execution.91

In the blend of SO and GA, most of the parameters change according to the fitness of the chromosomes. An92
attempt towards SOGA requires a complete understanding of the relationship among various parameters and its93
impact in the performance.94

The aim of SOGA is to create an automated computer program that solves the problem with little or no95
information from the user. The difficulty in choosing the appropriate number of generations, chromosome length,96
crossover and mutation rate is eliminated, thus GA is made efficient and simple to use.97

Using GA, solutions to a particular problem are not algebraically calculated rather found by a population of98
solution alternatives, which are altered (using operators like crossover and mutation) in iterations of the algorithm99
in order to increase the probability of having better solutions. In optimization, better chromosomes with higher100
fitness value will be selected.101

2 SOGA over Standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA)102

Encoding of chromosomes in SGA is usually fixedlength strings. In SOGA, the length of the chromosome can be103
made to change adaptively based on the problem [17].104
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Population Size is fixed in SGA and the corresponding number of chromosomes is generated. Population size105
50-100 is reported as best ??18]. Population size can be made to change adaptively based on the problem.106

? It can be self-organized by generating both small and large populations and the fitness value of each of the107
chromosomes is calculated. If the average fitness of the larger population is higher than the smaller population108
then the program continues with the larger population otherwise with the smaller population. ? Each time at109
convergence, population size is doubled till it reaches an upper limit [19]. Selection Operator in SGA is usually110
one or combination of operators. In SOGA, certain conditions are defined to choose the appropriate operator for111
a particular problem for e.g. based on the average fitness of the generated chromosome.112

3 Number of Generations113

Crossover/ Mutation Operator in SGA is usually one or combination of operators, and it can be self-organized114
? By defining conditions based on which the appropriate operator or rate is chosen. ? Crossover/ Mutation115
operation is performed with a specified number of methods and based on the average fitness of the resulting116
chromosome, an appropriate method is chosen [20]. ? The algorithm can be executed initially with a minimum117
optimal crossover/ mutation rate. At each point of convergence, instead of termination the rate can be increased118
cyclically till it reaches the optimal upper limit [21]. ? The crossover/ mutation rates adapted from high to119
minimum optimal rate [22]. ? Along with the chromosome generated with the current value obtained by increase120
or decrease in the rate, chromosomes corresponding to larger and smaller are also generated. The chromosome121
with higher fitness is chosen [23] as an elite. It is reported in the literature that generally crossover rates should122
be high (80%-90%) and mutation rate should be very low (0.5%-1%) ??18].123

Advantage of SOGA ? GA with self-organizing coding, operators and parameter values is efficient and simple to124
use. ? Time required for optimizing parameter values is eliminated by using SOGA. In SGA, optimal parameter125
value can be found by executing with all possible values and combinations with other parameters. ? The default126
parameter values assumed to be optimal is considered when the user fails to select appropriate values. Even this127
value may appropriate crossover point and the corresponding rate from the initial crossover point. The proposed128
mutation operator (Self-Organizing Binary Shuffler) converts the chromosome representation into a binary form129
and performs mutation for a range of rates till the termination condition is satisfied. The number of generations130
is also self-organized, which varies depending on the problem.131

Pseudo code of the SOGA 1.132
[Start] Generate the random population of n chromosomes.133
2.134
[Fitness] Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chromosome x in the population.135

4 [Selection]136

Select and save the elite (chromosome with highest fitness value) in the current population. In general,137
chromosome is a matrix with fixed lengths and represented as sequences with spaces [25,26]. For the problem138
of MSA, the gap positions are used to encode the chromosome. The number of gaps to be inserted in each139
sequence is calculated in such a way that the length of all sequences in the alignment (global) is same. A single140
chromosome consists of gap positions of all the sequences in order. In the mutation process, the chromosomes are141
encoded as binary digits (1, 0) representing presence and absence of the gap in sequence. In SOGA, the length142
of the chromosome is adaptively changed based on the number of sequences and its length [17].143

5 b) Number of Generations144

In each generation, the algorithm generates chromosomes of required population, and its fitness score is evaluated.145
Chromosomes from the current population are stochastically selected and modified by crossover and mutation,146
which undergo next generation. As the rate of mutation is made to increase cyclically based on the fitness value,147
iteration completes only when the optimal upper limit is reached. The number of generations depends on the148
betterment of the fitness value obtained in each generation.149

For e.g., consider the dataset 469 with three sequences as input. The generation starts with Rm=1% produces150
an alignment with CS = 36. Next generation continues with Rm 1% resulting further no increase in CS. Hence151
by the concept of self-organization Rm increased to 3% resulting CS = 37. Self-organizing process continues till152
the upper limit of Rm (80%) is reached. In 43 generations the CS of the output alignment is 45 as shown in the153
table I. Considering m sequences to be aligned with the length (m 1 ,?m i ) and the space ratio r sp =0.2. If the154
longest length of sequences to be aligned is m max , then N = m max * (1+ r sp ). The value of N is the size of155
search space of alignments. It limits the longest length of alignments that chromosomes can represent.156

Chromosomes can be transformed to actual alignments by inserting gaps in the appropriate positions. For157
e.g., m max = 12, r sp = 0.2, then N = 14.158

6 d) Fitness Evaluation159

The fitness function returns a numerical score indicating fitness of the candidate alignment. It is an important160
parameter to determine which alignment will survive in the next generation. The fitness is evaluated by calculating161
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7 E) SELECTION

the (CS) column score. CS = EM/ AL, where AL is the alignment length, EM (Exact match) =1, when all the162
base pair in the entire column is aligned with the same base pair.163

7 e) Selection164

SOGA implements an elitism operator, where an elite is the chromosome with best fitness value. The process165
comprises the following processes (i) Evaluate the column score. (ii) Sort the chromosomes. (iii) Select and save166
the elite. With the current population, SOGA undergoes a crossover. New chromosomes are generated and the167
elite is selected. If the fitness value of new one is greater, elite is replaced else the process continues with the168
same. In the same way for mutation elite selection and comparison process is repeated. This process continues169
for every generation to ensure that the elite saved at the end is best.170

A new mechanism is followed for crossover and mutation operation in self organizing GA. f) Self-Organizing171
Crossover Operator (SOCO)172

In single point crossover operation [22], the crossover point is selected initially for a particular rate. Then the173
genes from starting point to the crossover point are copied from one chromosome and the rest from the second174
chromosome.175

In SGA, crossover for a particular rate may lead to the occurrence of crossover point within a sequence itself.176
It may create problems like (i) Increase in the number of gaps for a particular sequence. (ii) Occurrence of177
repeated gap positions in a sequence.178

To overcome this major disadvantage, proposed operator SOCO defines a new point called complete point.179
Each complete point refers to the end position of each sequence in a chromosome. The number of complete180
point in a chromosome is based on the number of input sequences. For e.g. if input sequences are five, then the181
chromosome contains four complete points as shown in Fig. 2.182

The new working principle followed by SOCO operator is as follows:183
(i) Initialize the crossover rate (Rc) and select the corresponding crossover point. In SGA, either an optimal184

mutation rate which is unsuitable for all inputs is fixed or selected from a range of rates given as optional. It is185
hard for the user to select appropriate rate without the knowledge of the problem. To eliminate these problems,186
a new mutation operator with a different approach is proposed. Instead of a fixed rate, the operator performs187
mutation for a range of rates cyclically [21,24] till the termination condition are satisfied.188

In default shuffling process for mutation leads to the problem like (i) Increase in the number of gaps for a189
particular sequence.190

(ii) Occurrence of repeated gap positions in a sequence.191
To avoid this, proposed mutation operator involves conversion of chromosome representation to binary digits192

(1,0) represents the presence and absence of gaps. The new working principle followed by SOBS operator is as193
follows: i) Converts the chromosome representation to a binary form. ii)194

Initialize minimum optimal mutation rate and the corresponding mutation point is selected. iii)195
Genes before mutation point are considered for mutation. iv)196
The genes within each complete point and if any gene occurs between the last complete point and mutation197

point are shuffled separately as shown in Fig. 3. v)198
Change chromosome representation to gap positions. vi)199
Generates MSA corresponding to the chromosome. vii)200
Calculates fitness score. viii)201
Selects elite. If the elite is replaced by the selection condition, the generation continues with the same rate else202

increases cyclically until an optimal upper limit is reached. The algorithm terminates on reaching the optimal203
upper limit when no further increase in the column scores. The alignments produced by the widely used MSA204
tools with default parameter settings are compared with the developed SOGA-MSA, and the results are tabulated.205
The standard reference datasets of DNA sequence alignments from BAliBASE [27] are used as input.206

The results of two dataset given below are tabulated.207
? Dataset RV11_BBS11022 from the mdsa_all version with four sequences. ? Dataset RV11_BBS11002 from208

the mdsa_100 version with eight sequences The results produced by SOGA-MSA and other tools like Dialign,209
Mafft, ClustalW and Multalin are tabulated above. It is observed that the CS of the alignment produced210
by SOGA-MSA is better than most commonly used tools like Dialign, Multalin and equal to ClustalW. The211
betterment of the multiple sequence alignment compliments the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.212

In SOGA-MSA parameters like number of generations, chromosome length, crossover and mutation rate are213
made to adapt the values during execution, whereas in standard GA these values are determined before execution.214
In general, the values of various parameters of GA based algorithm are either default or selected from options. It215
is hard for a nonspecialist to assign the values of various parameters without complete knowledge of the problem.216
Even default values may lead to bad results for some input. This is completely facilitated and proven by the217
proposed self-organizing approach of GA for MSA, where the parameter values are chosen by itself. The main218
advantage of SOGA-MSA is getting sequences alone as input from the user. Premature convergence considered219
as one of the major fitness range problems of standard GA is completely avoided by the execution for a range of220
rates.221

The self-organizing crossover and mutation operator developed for MSA prevents the problem of repetition222
and increase of gaps in chromosomes. In addition, elitism selection avoids disruption of the best chromosome.223
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The proposed SOBS self-organize the increase in mutation rate, which explores all rates within the range. As an224
advantage, this mechanism ensures that the best alignments produce for varying rates within the range are also225
included in the process of alignment.226

Several widely used MSA tools like DCA [13] has a strong limitation in the number of sequences it can handle.227
In SOGA-MSA, there is no limitation in the number of input sequence and its length.228

The algorithms used in other tools will produce the alignment with the same column score for every execution.229
However, in SOGA-MSA implementing the stochastic iterative algorithm, there is a chance of generating better230
alignments than the previous alignment in each execution. Further, it may generate better alignments with an231
increase in the number of generations also.232

The future objectives are to self-organize other parameters like population size, crossover rate, etc., to minimize233
the execution time and to improve the quality of the alignment further. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 1:
234

1MaySelf-Organizing Genetic Algorithm for Multiple Sequence Alignment ©2011 Global Journals Inc. (US)
2MaySelf-Organizing Genetic Algorithm for Multiple Sequence Alignment ©2011 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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4MaySelf-Organizing Genetic Algorithm for Multiple Sequence Alignment ©2011 Global Journals Inc. (US)
5MaySelf-Organizing Genetic Algorithm for Multiple Sequence Alignment ©2011 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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7 E) SELECTION

1

Figure 2: Fig. 1 .
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Figure 3: Fig. 2 .
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7 E) SELECTION

3

Figure 4: Fig. 3 .

1. [Start] Generate random population of n
chromosomes.
2. [Fitness] Evaluate fitness f(x) of each
chromosome x in the population.
3. [New Population] Create new population using
(i to iv) repeatedly until the process is complete
i) Selection
ii) Crossover
iii) Mutation
iv) [Accepting] Place new offspring in a new
population.
4. [Replace] Use newly generated population for
the next iteration.
5. [Test]

Figure 5:
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1

Iterative Mutation Column
Generation (Ig) rate (Rm) Score (CS)
1 1% 36
3 3% 37
21 37% 40
25 43% 44
41 79% 45
43 81% 45
c) Population Initialization
Population size indicates the number of
chromosomes in a generation, and it must be optimal
for a particular problem.

Figure 6: Table 1 :

2

Sequence Sequence
Length

No.
of
Gaps

Gap positions Sorted gap posi-
tions

Alignment

TCTAGATG 8 6 5|0|11|3|6|9| 0|3|5|6|9|11| -TC-T–AG-A-TG
CTATGATGTA10 4 12|10|0|7| 0|7|10|12| -CTATGA-TG-T-A
ACGATGTA 8 6 7|4|11|5|8|13| 4|5|7|8|11|13| ACGA–T–GT-A-
GTTCTAT 7 7 8|4|6|1|13|3|0| 0|1|3|4|6|8|12| –G–T-T-CTA-T
ACGTATAGCAAT12 2 9|4| 4|9| ACGT-ATAG-

CAAT

Figure 7: Table 2 :

3

GA Population
size

Crossover
rate (Rc)

Mutation
rate (Rm)

No. of
Genera-
tions

Exact
match
(EM)

Alignment
Length
(AL)

Column
Score (CS)

SGA-
MSA

100 80 60 50 44 406 0.10

SOGA-
MSA

100 70 1-80 43 45 406 0.11

Figure 8: Table 3 :
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7 E) SELECTION

4

DATASET RV11_BBS11022 DATASET RV11_BBS11002
MSA
Tool

Exact Match Alignment Length Column Score (CS) MSA
Tool

Exact Match Alignment Length Column Score (CS)

Dialign 6 274 0.021 ClustalW 1 232 0.004
Mafft 11 208 0.052 Multalin 0 220 0
SOGA-
MSA

9 248 0.036 SOGA-
MSA

1 259 0.003

Figure 9: Table 4 :
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